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ABSTRACT
This paper presents evidence for the function of Egyptian amulets in daily life at Late Bronze Age Tel Azekah. The
finding of the remains of two individuals in a destroyed Late Bronze Age building along with clusters of Egyptian
scarabs and figurative amulets indicates that these artifacts were their personal belongings. It is argued that these
Egyptian-originated charm practices were adopted and adapted by the locals, who incorporated them into their own
religion. 

INTRODUCTION
Scholarly perception of the days of the Egyptian
hegemony in the southern Levant has changed in the
past two decades, from a generalized reconstruction
of subjugators and subjugated to a more balanced
picture of mutual interaction. Alongside the
accepted view of Egyptian military and economic
hegemony over Canaan during the 15th–early 12th
centuries BCE,1 there is growing scholarly interest in
the Egyptian–indigenous colonial encounters,
especially in the exchange of ideas between the
indigenous population and the Egyptians and the
choices made by the indigenous population in the
southern Levant in their appropriation of Egyptian-
originated artifacts and practices.2

One aspect in the material record of the Late

Bronze southern Levant that illuminates this colonial
discourse is the local usage of Egyptian amulets.
Throughout this period, Egyptian seal-amulets,
mostly scarabs, were imported in large numbers,
along with Egyptian figurative amulets, which were
introduced into the area from the LB IIB.3 In the
southern Levant, the common discovery of these
artifacts in tombs led to their identification as
personal items, continuing the apotropaic function
they fulfilled in their owners’ lifetime,4 although
supporting evidence was limited to clusters of
amulets found in temples and individual amulets in
occupational levels. In this paper, we present
evidence for the daily use of Egyptian amulets,
found in the remains of a Late Bronze III5 building
at Tel Azekah. Following the presentation of the
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artifacts,6 we evaluate their appropriation by their
owners, placing them within the context of the
broader indigenous–Egyptian discourse. 

TEL AZEKAH AND AREA T2
Tel Azekah, located on the northern edge of a ridge
running north–south in the hilly Shephelah (Fig. 1),
overlooks and controls a strategic junction of roads
leading from the coastal plain in the west through
the Ella Valley to the highlands in the east. The
Lautenschläger Azekah Expedition, which began in
2009, included five excavation seasons during 2012–
2016.7 Seven sections were excavated along the
southern (Area S1), eastern (Areas E1 and E3),
western (Areas W1, W2 and W3) and northern (Area
N1) slopes; one area (Area S2) was opened at a lower
terrace to the south of the mound; and two areas
(Areas T1 and T2) were excavated on its summit (Fig.
2). To date, the Late Bronze Age is the most notable
period to have been uncovered at Tel Azekah, with
occupational remains dating from its various phases
found in eight of the ten excavated areas.8

The excavations in Area T2 (Fig. 3) unearthed the
remains of a large architectural compound, Building
T2/F627, in the southeastern sector, as well as an
open area—probably a street—to the west. The
building has not yet been exposed in its entirety, and
some of its features were disturbed by later, Iron II
and Persian-Hellenistic, occupations. The structure
consists of two main parts: a northern room
(T2/F628) and an area to the south, partitioned into
three sub-spaces (T2/F630, T2/F631 and T2/F639).
The entrance led into the southern part of the
structure. The northern room was roofed and the top
of the structure was used for storage.9 On the ground
floor, in the middle of the northern room, there is an
elaborate grinding installation with an adjacent
collecting vat. To the north of the building, remains
of another structure destroyed in this phase were
exposed; further investigation is necessary to
determine the architectural relation of the two
structures. 

The architectural compound was found below
thick destruction debris, evidence of a devastating
event. The debris includes collapsed architecture
with melted mudbricks, large amounts of intact and
smashed ceramic items and precious objects. More
than 200 complete vessels were uncovered from the
destroyed building. The assemblage includes almost
the entire range of pottery that can be found in
southwest Canaan during the LB IIB and III (Fig. 4),
including types such as carinated bowls with a

hammer rim and bowls with a sigma rim and a
circular decoration that made it possible to further
narrow down the timeframe to the LB III.10

The remains of four individuals were uncovered
in the destruction debris of Building T2/F627.11 They
were all found pinned under heavy fallen objects,
some of their bodies contorted in apparent positions
of self-protection in response to the collapse of the
building. All four individuals also exhibited
evidence of moderate to heavy burning in their
bones. The first individual, between 13–17 years of
age, was uncovered in Room T2/F628 (Locus
13/L220), next to a grinding installation (Fig. 5). The
second individual, found in the northern part of the
compound (Locus 14/L407) (Fig. 6), probably female,
between 15–20; the skeleton’s slender build and very
light muscle markings suggest that this individual
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FIGURE 1: Location map of Tel Azekah.



was not accustomed to manual labor. Two
individuals were uncovered in room T2/F630 (Locus
13/L262): one was an adult male and the other was a
female, both over the age of 19; the skeletal evidence
of both individuals indicates chronic physiological
stress, possibly reflecting a significant episode of

illness or malnutrition that ended some time before
death. These two individuals also exhibit changes in
the spine consistent with load-bearing activity,
possibly suggesting heavy lifting or other manual
labor, and the adult female has muscle markings
showing strenuous use of the arms, such as might be
seen in weaving or grinding.

LATE BRONZE AGE AMULETS FROM AREA T2
Five scarabs and eight figurative amulets were found
in Area T2 (Table 1), in addition to 95 beads, not
discussed here.12

Twelve artifacts were unearthed in four clusters
alongside the remains of two of the individuals:13

1. Locus 13/L220: The remains of the
young individual were found along
with three scarabs (nos. 1–3), three
figurative amulets (nos. 4–6) and 65
beads.14

2. Locus 14/L407: One scarab (no. 7) and 16
beads were found alongside the remains
of the individual in the northern part of
the area.

3. Locus 14/L411: Four figurative amulets
(nos. 8–11) and a large elongated bead
were found about four meters to the
north of the second cluster. 
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FIGURE 2: Plan of excavation areas at Tel Azekah.

FIGURE 3: Plan of Area T2, Phase T2–3a, Building T2/F627.
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FIGURE 4: Pottery assemblage from LB III destruction layer in Area T2.

FIGURE 5: Human remains in Locus 13/L220.
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4. Locus 14/L427: A figurative amulet (no.
13) was found together with 13 beads in
a room (T2/639), located in the
southeastern part of the compound.15

1. SCARAB, L. 220, NO. 40901/80, STEATITE, BLUE gLAzE,
17x13x8 MM (FIg. 7.1)
A single-line frame encloses a vertically arranged
scene depicting an anthropomorphic figure on the
right, adorned with a typical royal marker—the blue
crown decorated with a uraeus. The figure stands in
an adoration posture in front of a falcon-headed
anthropomorphic figure holding a schematic wAz
scepter. Below there is a double line, perhaps
representing a nb sign (gardiner’s V30). Above the
two figures three signs (from right to left) read: wsr
(F12), mAat (C10), and a short horizontal line that
might represent Ra (N5); if this is correct, the Ra sign
might identify the hawk-headed figure as Re-
Horakhty; alternatively, all three signs might stand

for a royal name, such as Wzr-mAat-ra [Ztp.n.-ra]
(Ramesses II), Wzr-mAat-ra [mrj-jmn] (Ramesses III), or
Wzr-mAat-ra [Ztp.n.-jmn] (Ramesses IV, during his first
year of reign).

No exact parallel has been published. A more
detailed scene, with the name of Ramesses II written
in full, is depicted on a scarab uncovered in LB IIB–
III Tomb 984 at Tell el-Far’ah (S).16 Other variants
depict a different worshipped deity, the most
common of which being Ptaḥ, worshipped by a king,
sometimes accompanied by a similar constellation of
signs.17

2. SCARAB, L. 220, NO. 41477/80, STEATITE, RED AND
gREEN gLAzE, 19x14x8 MM (FIg. 7.2)
In this vertically arranged depiction, a single-line
frame encloses the name of the god Amun-Re (Jmn-
ra) with two sun-disks above a n sign (N35) and a nb
sign (V30), all embraced by a lotus flower. Identical
parallels come from an unknown context at Tell Beit-

FIGURE 6: Human remains in Locus 14/L407.
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NO. CONTEXT OBJECT TYPE DATE FIG.

1 L. 220,
destruction
debris on floor
of room
T2/F628

40901/80 Scarab 19th–20th
Dynasties

7.1

2 41477/80 Scarab 20th Dynasty 7.2

3 41729/80 Figurative
amulet

19th–20th
Dynasties

7.3

4 40902/80 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynasty 8.1

5 4094080 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynasty 8.2

6 41780/80 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynasty 8.3

7 L. 407,
destruction
debris on floor
T2/14/F603

42815/80 Scarab 20th Dynasty 9.1

8 L. 411,
destruction
debris on floor
T2/14/F603

43005/80 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynasty 9.2

9 43019/80 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynasty 9.3

10 43011/80 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynasty 9.4

11 43020/80 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynaty 9.5

12 L. 105,
destruction
debris on floor
of room
T2/F628

41078/80 Scarab 19th–20th
Dynasties

10.1

13 L. 427,
destruction
debris on floor
of room
T2/F639

42567/80 Figurative
amulet

20th Dynasty 10.2

TABLE 1: Late Bronze Age Amulets from Area T2.
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Mirsim Stratum C,18 from Tomb 7 in the northern
cemetery of Tel Beth Shean,19 from Tomb 11 at Tel
Beth Shemesh,20 and from Tomb 934 at Tell el-Far’ah
(S).21 See also a rectangular plaque from Tell
Jemmeh.22 Lalkin suggested that this group dates
from the 20th Dynasty, based on the context of Tomb
934 at Tell el-Far’ah (S).23 Together, this group
constitutes part of a broader phenomenon of Amun-
Re seal-amulets that spread in the southern Levant
throughout the Late Bronze Age.24

3. SCARAB, L. 220, NO. 41729/80, STEATITE, 15x12x7
MM (FIg. 7.3)
On this scarab, a single-line frame encloses four

uraei with sun-disks in a horizontal arrangement. A
similar depiction appears on an oval plaque from
Tomb 39 at Tel Megiddo;25 four diskless uraei
decorate a scarab from Stratum VII at Tel Beth
Shean26 and a plaque from Tomb 934 at Tell el-Far’ah
(S).27 Based on parallels, this artifact should be dated
to the 19th–early 20th Dynasty. 

4. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 220, NO. 40902/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL AND gREEN gLAzE, 38x13x8 MM,
AMUN (FIg. 8.1)
This amulet depicts a figure with a feather crown, its
right hand holding a stick. Other distinctive features
are the divine beard and the short kilt. From the

FIGURE 7.1: Scarab 40901/80.

FIGURE 7.2: Scarab 41477/80.

FIGURE 7.3: Scarab 41729/80.
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position of the legs it is evident that the figure is
walking. The right arm droops down at the right side
of the body. The back was left blank, and the figure
is perforated directly below the crown. This amulet
should be identified as depicting the god Amun, as
the atef crown with two large feathers, the divine
beard, and the short kilt are characteristic features.28

Amun amulets, very rare in Egypt, are usually
made of precious metals or well-modelled glazed
composite material.29 In the southern Levant,
although the name of Amun was common on
scarabs since the 18th Dynasty (above), objects

depicting the god himself are very rare, with only a
single example uncovered, in Tomb 513 at Tell el-
Far’ah (S), assigned to the 20th Dynasty.30

5. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 220, NO. 40940/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL AND gREEN gLAzE, 26x14x5 MM,
BES (FIg. 8.2)
This amulet depicts a standing figure with bended
knees, its head displaying the typical features of Bes:
a grotesque face, with broad nose and ears, inflated
checks and a long tongue. Both hands hold the
round belly. The left leg, the penis and the base are
broken off. Considering the parallels, this amulet
was probably originally decorated with a long penis.
The back was left blank, and the figure is perforated
directly below the ears. Bes amulets were common
in the New Kingdom and constitute one of the most
common types in the southern Levant.31 This simple
representation, without crown or weapon, is typical
of the LB IIB–Iron I. 

The Bes with grotesque face and long penis is the
most common Bes type and can be found in LB III
strata such as Beth-Shean Stratum VII,32 Tel Lachish
Level VI,33 Tell Jemmeh Phase 10,34 and
contemporaneous tombs at Tell el-Far’ah (S),35 Deir
el-Balaḥ36 and Tel Lachish.37 One unstratified Bes
amulet was found at Tel Beth Shemesh,38 and
another specimen was found by Macalister at Tel
gezer.39

6. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 220, NO. 41780/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL, 15x8x6 MM, BES (FIg. 8.3) 
This amulet depicts a standing figure with bended
knees. Both hands hold the round belly, and a long
penis is visible between the bended legs. Although
it bears the features of the standard Bes depiction,
contrary to the previous example it shows no facial
features. On the head, however, a lion’s mane,
known as another typical feature of Bes,40 is visible. 

7. SCARAB, L. 407, NO. 42815/80, STEATITE, 16x12x7
MM (FIg. 9.1)
In this horizontal arrangement, a suckling gazelle
accompanied by two branches and an oval with the
throne-name of Thutmose III (Mn-xpr-ra) are enclosed
within a single-line frame. 

No parallels have been published to date. A
surface find of a scarab from Tel Beth Shean is
decorated with a similar composition, consisting of
a gazelle (without offspring) accompanied by a
branch, a lotus bud and a papyrus bud.41 A
typologically similar scarab found in Tomb 9 at

FIGURE 8.1: Figurative amulet 40902/80.

FIGURE 8.2: Figurative amulet 40940/80.

FIGURE 8.3: Figurative amulet 41780/80.
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Kition depicts a similar scene, in which a lizard
stands for the upper register.42 A plaque from Tomb
252 at Tel gezer depicts a more complex scene,
featuring a suckling gazelle along with additional
elements;43 the reverse side depicts the figures of
Ramesses III alongside two deities above a cartouche
of Thutmose III; and the narrow sides of the plaque
depict an oval with the king’s throne-name (Wzr-
mAat-ra mrj-jmn) and an oval with his personal name
(Ra-mzj-zw Hqa Jwnw). 

The suckling gazelle scene is known from
Egypt as early as the Old Kingdom; it stems
from the closeness of the inhabitants of the
Nile Valley and those of the desert, leading
to the integration of desert animals in
various pictorial depictions.44 Its
combination with the oval of Thutmose III
is peculiar, albeit not unique; the scarab
found in an unknown context at Tell
Jemmeh is decorated with a scene depicting
an antelope with the oval, accompanied by
a MAat feather and xA sign (N28).45 The oval
with the name of Thutmose III has been long
interpreted as a cryptographic writing of the
name of Amun-Re.46

8. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 411, 43005/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL, 31x14x9 MM, BES (FIg.
9.2)
The head of this standing figure with
bended knees bears the typical features of
Bes: the grotesque face, with broad nose and
ears, inflated checks and long tongue.
Unlike other Bes amulets uncovered at the
site, this example has a small penis. Both
hands hold the round belly. The back was
left blank, and the figure is perforated
directly below the ears. This exemplar was
probably made in a mold found at Qantir.47

9. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 411, NO. 43019/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL, 15x8x5 MM, BES (FIg.
9.3)

The head of this standing figure with bended knees
displays the typical features of Bes: the grotesque
face, with broad nose and ears, inflated checks and
outstretched tongue; the long penis is also
characteristic of Bes. Both hands hold the round
belly. The back was left blank, and the figure is
perforated directly below the ears.

10. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 411, NO. 43011/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL, 28x13x8 MM, PATAIKOS (FIg. 9.4)
The head of this standing figure with bended knees
is characterized by its pronounced ears and big eyes.
The figure’s breasts are visible. Both hands hold the
round belly, which is marked with a distinctive belly
button. The back was left blank, and the figure is
perforated directly below the ears. The relatively
simple representation of the face and the small penis
give these amulets the appearance of a small human,
the Pataikos. This type was, together with Bes, one

FIGURE 9.1: Scarab 42815/80.

FIGURE 9.2: Figurative amulet 43005/80.

FIGURE 9.3: Figurative amulet 43019/80.

FIGURE 9.4: Figurative amulet 43011/80.

FIGURE 9.5: Figurative amulet 43020/80.
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of the most common amulets in the southern Levant
during the Late Bronze Age.48 In this simple
representation, with no head, collar, weapons, or a
scarab as a headdress, this type is typical of the LB
IIB–Iron I.

An identical mold was found at Qantir,49 and an
almost exact parallel was uncovered in Tel
Megiddo Stratum VIA.50 More than 50 examples of
this type were unearthed in Cemetery 900 at Tell el-
Far’ah (S),51 along with additional parallels from
tombs at Tel Beth Shemesh52 and Tel Lachish.53

11. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 411, NO. 43020/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL, 16x8x6 MM, PATAIKOS (FIg. 9.5)
The head of this standing figure with bended knees
is characterized by its pronounced ears; however, it
has no further characteristic features. Both arms are
laid straight down at the sides of the body. A small
penis is visible between the legs. The back was left
blank, and the figure is perforated directly below the
ears.

12. SCARAB, L. 105, NO. 41078/80, STEATITE, 16x12x8
MM (FIg. 10.1)
On this scarab, the name of the god Amun (Jmn),
together with another sign, perhaps a schematic thin
nb, are enclosed within a notched frame in a
horizontal arrangement. A fine parallel comes from

Stratum N-4 at Tel Beth-Shean;54 see also several
similar compositions from contemporaneous Tombs
978 and 984 at Tell el-Far’ah (S).55 Based on these
parallels, we date the scarab from Tel Azekah to the
late 19th–early 20th Dynasty.

13. FIgURATIVE AMULET, L. 427, NO. 42567/80,
COMPOSITE MATERIAL, 30x15x9 MM, BES WITH LOIN
CLOTH (FIg. 10.2)
The head of this standing figure with bended knees
displays the typical features of Bes: the grotesque
face, with broad nose and ears, inflated checks and
long tongue. Both hands hold the round belly, which
is marked by a distinctive belly button. Contrary to
the standard Bes, this type is depicted with a loin
cloth. The piece of decorated fabric between the legs
is usually identified with the long penis of the Bes56

or with an ape’s or lion’s tail.57 However, the distinct
pattern on the object and other pictorial parallels58

clearly demonstrate that this type of Bes features an
elaborate loin cloth, rather than a long penis. The
back was left blank, and the figure is perforated
directly below the ears. This Bes amulet with a
grotesque face and a loin cloth belongs to a very
specific type. Parallels have been found at LB III
Tombs 929, 947 and 960 at Tell el-Far’ah (S).59

DISCUSSION
The large concentration of amulets, coupled with our
knowledge of their spatial distribution in relation to
the human remains, calls for an evaluation of the
items’ function and symbolic character. More
specifically, it raises questions regarding the place of

these Egyptian amulets in the daily
lives of their owners. Our point of
departure is the long history of
scarabs in the southern Levant since
the Middle Bronze Age, when
Middle Kingdom scarabs were
imported there and prosperous local
production of scarabs developed,
leading to the widespread
distribution of numerous amulets
across the country. This production
was based upon a limited range of
appropriated Egyptian pictorial
concepts (from good-luck formulae
to figures of deities or their
attributes), entangled with local
pictorial traditions.60 In a slow and
gradual process during the Late
Bronze Age and more visibly during

FIGURE 10.1: Scarab 41078/80.

FIGURE 10.2: Figurative amulet 42567/80.
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the LB IIA onwards, Egyptian imports largely
replaced the locally produced scarabs, reaching the
zenith of their popularity during the LB IIB. They
were distributed throughout the southern Levant,
mediating royal propaganda featuring royal and
divine figures, best known from the era of Ramesses
II.61 At the same time, sudden and widespread
importation of figurative amulets into the southern
Levant commenced, most probably orchestrated
from the eastern Delta.62

The vast majority of these artifacts were found in
burials, sometimes composing a necklace placed on
or next to the body of its owner.63 It has been
proposed that these Middle Bronze burials of
amulets indicates that these were personal items,
buried with their owners,64 or alternatively, that they
were part of a funeral kit, an essential component in
the afterlife of the deceased.65 The discovery of two
individuals, each accompanied by a cluster of
scarabs, figurative amulets and beads in the
destroyed structure at Tel Azekah, seems to
strengthen the former interpretation, at least with
regard to the LB III. The burial of individuals and
their amulets is attested in Egypt since the First
Intermediate Period, and the function of these
artifacts can be understood against the background
of Middle Kingdom texts describing rituals that
include incantations and a symbolic threading of
amulets, beads, and seashells onto a necklace,
functioning as a charm, a physical embodiment of
divine protection.66 The amulets discovered in tombs
should therefore be viewed, in our opinion, as relics
of their owners’ lives. 

Owners of Egyptian amulets in Late Bronze
Canaan usually belonged to the indigenous
population of the region.67 From its initial stages,
Egyptian activity in the southern Levant was
accompanied by collaboration with local groups,
and through the many generations that followed, an
intermediate elite emerged. Its members
continuously interacted with Egyptian officials and
other agents and were exposed to various practices
and ideas that they selectively adopted and
appropriated. The material remains of such
interactions attest to a gradual, yet constant,
transformation of local pictorial depictions,68

cuisine,69 cult practices,70 architectural concepts,71

and pottery-production techniques.72

Along the same line of thought, we suggest that
the appropriation of Egyptian amulets by the
indigenous population throughout the Middle and
Late Bronze Ages reflects the entanglement of

Egyptian artifacts in local practices. Moreover, upon
their acquisition by locals, the amulets (figurative
amulets and seal-amulets alike) were detached from
their Egyptian context and were given new
meanings, based upon local pictorial conventions.
They could possibly have been taken as protective
intermediaries between the common people and the
divine sphere73 or as prestigious jewelry attesting to
social status. Over the centuries, this process had a
dual outcome: (1) the consumption of the Egyptian
amulets was shared by Egyptian and indigenous
groups for both the living and the dead, and (2)
further Egyptian pictorial concepts and even
complete scenes were appropriated and localized.74

SUMMARY
We have presented above direct evidence for the
daily use of Egyptian amulets by the inhabitants of
Tel Azekah in the LB III. At least two clusters of
amulets were found in direct association with two
individuals, thus suggesting that the use of these
objects goes beyond their function as funerary items.
Moreover, it has been suggested that for those
possessing the amulets, the Egyptian symbols and
motifs were contextualized within a local meaning.
Thus, for example, the king was considered to be a
guardian and perhaps even a mediator with the
gods, and not merely an aggressor to be feared.
Finally, this study expresses the multifaceted
character of Egyptian-indigenous colonial
encounters in the Late Bronze Age, as well as the
complex interaction of negotiation and collaboration
that brought about the integration of Egypt into local
daily life. 
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